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INTRODUCTION
The girt. of speech is one of man•s most distinguishing characte:ristics.

It mu.st be an asset rather than a liability.

Modern life re-

quires that each irxli vi.dual have command of the spoken word.

Speech

skills grow and develop from early infancy throughout life, but we must
realize that this developnent is not equal in all children or adults.
It was with the recognition of this fact, that a need for a speech
correction program became apparent in the state of Illinois.

Illinois

has chosen to ne et this problem of handicapped indivi.duals (all types
of handicaps) by recognizing the fact that the public school was the
agency to deal with this problan.

A law passed in 1944 gave the

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction the responsibility
for establishing the sta."ldards and providing for the supervision of the
speech correction program, as well as the other special education areas. 1

lBlack, Martha E., The Illinois Plan for Special F.d.ucation of
Exception Children, ~ speeCh DefectIVe; Circular Series H:E11 , 1~2,

P• 5-6.
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CHAPTER I
THE HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM
THE EARLY BEJINNING

Speech correction was first introduced to the parents of Decatur
by Mrs. Marie Shere, now at the University of Illinois, in

M~,

1943.

She was teaching speech correction at Milliken University and had
offered to take fifty children from the public schools, during the summer, at the rate of twenty lessons for fifty dollars.
The first organized program was begun by Mary F. Ormsby, who was
hired by the Decatur Board of Education for the school year 1944-1945.
The field of speech coITection was quite new so there were veljT few
qualified speech coITectionists in the public schools of Illinois.
Miss Onn.sby had a schedule which started before the regular school hours
and lasted until five o'clock in the evening.

The program was labeled

speech improvement and allowed only fifteen minutes per week for each
child.

She serviced seventeen elementary schools.

insurmountable.

Her task was almost

This type of program was continued through the school

year of 1945-56 by Miss Natalie KeI\Yon.
Two teachers, Miss Kenyon and Miss Sybil Andrews were employed for
the year 1946-47. They each serviced seven schools and had a central
office at the Public School Health Center.

They were doing their work

in cloak halls, basements, principals' offices, and lunchrooms, in the
elementaljl' schools.
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On February ll of that year, Miss Martha Black, State Supervisor

of Speech Co?Tection, visited Decatur and made these recommendations to
the coITectionists:
1.

Visit each child twice each week for fifteen minute
lessons.

2.

Visit kindergarten and first grade rooms in order
that they might see how the speech program is being carried out in the regular classroom.

3. Add reading readiness material to their list of
equipn.ent.

4.

Continue tes~s to locate candidates tor lip reading classes.

Mrs. Natalie Kenyon Livergood and Miss Betty Garwood were employed as speech correctionists for the year of 1947-48. Mrs. Livergood
was beginning her third year in Decatur. Her continued presence had
helped to strengthen the speech program.
196 children.

They serviced a total of

There were 134 major cases and 33% of the 196 were

dismissed from speech class as having adequate speech.
The following year, 1948-1949, there were almost 400 co?Tectionists in the state of Illinois, and Decatur was able to obtain the
services of three of them; Mrs. Livergood, Miss Mary Kruh, and Jean Sherff.
There were 207 pupils enrolled in speech training and 31% were dismissed
with acceptable speech by the end of the year.

The Annual Report for the

year states that:

2A.Imual Report~ S~ech Re-Education Program, Decatur Public
Schools, 1946:1941, P• 3- • (Mimeographed.)

The program of speech re-education continued as the
preceding year, placing great emphasis upon parentteacher education and cooperation. Regular conferences were held with parents so that note of progress
and exchange of ideas might be made. In additi~n to
this, semi-annual reports were sent to parents.
Attempts were also made to publicize the speech program, through
Parent-Teacher Association groups, a radio series and the local chapter of the Illinois Council for Exceptional Children. When all factors
are taken into consideration, 1948-1949 was a successf'ul year in speech
correction in Decatur, but all three correctionists resigned at the end
of the school year. This presented the administration with the problems
of finding new correctionists and of giving them in-service training as
to the practices arxi policies of the Decatur speech program.
One of the first graduates from Eastern Illinois State College in
speech correction, Mrs • .Anne Webb, and Mrs. Myra Becker conducted the
program for 1949-1950. There were 179 children given speech help and
30% were dismissed as having adequate speech. Plans were made during

the year fG>r a new s'W111ller speech program.

This was made possible in

part, because all Decatur teachers were, at that time, employed for a
period of· 42 weeks.

This program was set up so that the children en-

rolled would attend a penna.nent center for an entire morning session
five days a week.

This program was greeted enthusiastically by parents

and teachers and proved to be highly successful.

This program was

carried on the next summer with continued success but then was dropped

3Annual ~ !?.!_ Speech Correction Program, Decatur Public Schools
1948-1949. P• 2. (Mirrieograpliea.,
·
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when the school system went back on a th:irty-nine week schedule.

Two new correctionists, Miss Marion Kudelas., and Mrs. Barbara
Clark, were added to the staff' in 1950-1951, but with the resignation
of Mrs. Webb, the staff' was back to three members.

attempted to work in seven schools.

Each correctionist

Case loads were high, and it proved

to be quite a discouraging job.

THE INFLUENC:ES OF THE STATE SUPERVISOR IN SPEECH CORRECTION
Four new coITectionists, Miss Corinne Thomley, and Miss Margaret
Wilson, Miss Nancy Brown, and Mr. Roy Stanford., started the year of'

1951-1952. All. f'our were inexperienced teachers and new to the Decatur school system.

In a total school population of ll,054 pupils, 395

received speech help.

There was a definite need for some type of dir-

ection to be given to the speech program.

Because of the lack of a

qualified person within the Decatur school system, Miss Martha Black,
the State supervisor in Speech CoITe ctio n, was called in to help establish sane policies for a good speech program.

These suggestions

were outlined in a letter fran Miss Black to Miss Charlotte Meyer,
Elementary School Supervisor.
Due to the fact that the speech coITection program in the
past has had teachers who have remained for such a short time,
the present staff does have to expend much effort in getting
the program well correlated and integrated with the total
cuITiculum. During my visitation Miss Meyer, the speech
correction teachers and I discussed the following points
to consider in building a stronger program:
Identi.fication with the classroom teacher. Build a kind
of relationShip Wh~a"SBUras 'Elie classroom teacher that
the correctionist .feels his role is exactly the same. An
important way to help in this identification is for the
coITectionist to keep the same hours as the classroom teachers for arrival and departure from buildings.

7
S chedulinS• Consult teachers and principals when the
scheaUie ?or speech correction classes is set up. This
may be done individually or at building meetings or in
any other convenient Wtf¥ the speech correction teacher
and principal may select. After the schedule has been
made it must be strictly adhered to at all times. Necessary deviations should be reported to the building principal. Careful attention given to this matter does much
to establish good public relations between cor~ctionists
and the teaching staff in each building.
Evaluation of s~ech correction classes. Ea.ch speech
correction teacller soUld eviluate his own work in view of
both final goals and immediate steps for achieving them.
Speech correction is more readily achieved when pupils progress is constantly reviewed by the speech teacher from a
critical point of view. This review must be both purposeful and objective. Frequent discussions and demonstrations
aid both classroom teachers and parents in understanding
the goals of the speech correction teacher for each child.
Coo;eeration with the classroom teacher. Teachers have
much to coritribu'ti""t'o-inie speedh correction program.
Visiting a good classroom situation is especially worthwhile
for a beginning correctionist. He can observe the progress
of pupils, note project work, and become more familiar with
material used at the various grade levels. Only when teachers respect and support the speech correction program
are maxim.um results realized.
·
Teaching of classes. Each speech correction teacher
shoUld keep wr!t£en lesson plans, and make the rooms in
which he works as attractive as possible as to furniture
arrangement and by use of bulletin board material. Notebooks are useful in helping some students with specific
assignments and for recording progress.~
Through the efforts of Miss Black, Miss Meyer, and a cooperative
staff', the speech correction program of Decatur began to make strides.
In 1952-1953 there were six correctionists, Mrs. Myra Becker, Miss Nancy Brown, Mrs. Barbara Clark, Miss Janet Goldner, Miss Connie Hudson,

4Letter from Mi.as Martha Black, State Supervisor of Speech Correction, to Miss Charlotte Meyer, ElElllentary Supervisor, Decatur Public
Schools, November 22, 1952.

a
and Mr. Roy Stan!ord.

The staff had become so large that it was nec-

essary to find some other means of providing office space.

This

brought about a decentralized type of program which will be discussed
later.

The number of correctionists remained the same until 1956-57,

when two more were added to the staff.

The tum-over in personnel

was greatly reduced.5
The great tum-over in speech correctionists had been a decided
handicap to the Decatur School System.

The turn-over was due to the

youth of the program and the youth of the correctionists.

Many were

young women who taught only a year or two and then left the profession to be married.

As the state-wide program has reached some de-

gree of maturity, so have many coITectionists received valuable experience through the years.

It seems to prove the old adage that

"Experience is the best teacher."

For the school year of 1956-57,

with a staff of eight correctionists, serving twenty-two elementary
schools, and four junior high schools, there were 808 children receiv-

ing speech help.

'ror complete listing of staff i'ran 1944-1958 see A.ppendU: A.

CHAPTER II

THE PRESENT PROGRAM
DEVELOMNTS OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS
The present speech coITection program in Decatur is quite unique
in the state of Illinois.

It came about gradually through the aid of

the State Department and excellent local administration. Under the
direction of Miss Charlotte Meyer, Elementary Supervisor, it was
realized that:
Special education is a part of and not apart from
the whole school program, and it is justified only
as it helps in the total developnent and adjustment
of the child• The entire school staff contributes
to the effectiveness of the total school program.6
The first important step to make the speech program more effective
was that of decentralization.

The correctionists were moved from a

common office at the Public School Health Center to six of the larger
elementary schools.

This was done in 1952.

chain reaction in improvements.

This brought about a

The first and

possib~

the most :im-

portant was the establishment of good rapport with the regular teachers.
It should be remembered that:
The coITectionist is a teacher giving special
emphasis to speech problems. Since the development
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of the total child is as important to the correc-

tionist as it is to any teacher, speech work is
related as closely as possible to the work done
in the regular classroom.7
Because the correctionists had much more time in each building, they
were able to make visits into the classrooms, have regular conferences
with the teachers, and actually become a part of the faculty.

A great

deal of effort has been made to "sell" the speech program. to the
teachers and also the parents.

The speech correctionists were assigned

regular duties such as plcyground, lunchroom and hall supervision.
Their attendance was requested at the building meetings and also at
Parent-Teacher Meetings.

They were put on the same schedule as class-

room teachers and attended in-service education programs that were being conducted within the school system.

Programs for Parent-Teacher

Associations, Institutes, American Childhood E'.ducation meetings and
radio programs were presented by the correctionists.

Th:iS was all

done quite willingly and with enthusiasm by the correctionists, for
all were eager to have a good speech program., and the rewards of their
efforts were gratif.ying.

IMPROVEMENT IN PHYSICAL FACILITIES
With the growth in importance of the program, it was necessary
for the administration to make an improvement in facilities.
building an adequate room was found.

In each

In the new buildings very love]Jr

rooms were planned and are now being used bJr the speech teachers.

7special Education Program Bulletin, Decatur Public Schools,
September

1955.

(Mimeographed.)

Each
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room is equipped with a desk, file cabinet, primar,y table and chairs,
mirror, blackboard, many professional and children's books, toys,
games, and several bulletin boards. The rooms were made cheerful-a
room to aid the process of learning.

Gone are the cubby-holes under

the stairs or in a corner of the cafeteria. The speech room has become an important part of the whole school, a place that is known to
all the children and a place that is looked upon as another classroom.
CHANGES RESULTING FROM DECENTRALIZATION
Scheduling of children for speech classes had always been a problem. Now through closer contact with the teachers and children, it
was possible, in most cases, to work out a plan agreeable to ever,yone.
In many of the buildings, an opportunity was provided for the class-

rocrn teacher to visit speech classes at different times throughout the
year.
With the correctionists based in the schools and the addition of
more correctionists, travel time was greatly reduced.

In most cases

the correctionists spent three full days in one large elementary school
and two half days in two smaller schools. Because of this, case loads
were reduced, more time was available for case work, all children were
seen at least twice a week, and the correction program was much more
effective.
Along with the decentralization came changes in records, which
would give parents and teachers a better idea of the work being done,
and how much progress was being made.

Another result of decentraliza-

tion was the need of the correctionists for some kind of contact with
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each other.
meeting.

One Friday afternoon each month was set aside for a staff

In these meetings a case is presented and some type of ther-

apy demonstrated, professional material is reviewed, materials exchanged,
and any business details are discussed.
Of course this type of program has some disadvantages.

The cor-

rectionists • contact with nurses, visiting counselors, and psychologists was somewhat limited, because they were no longer with thsn in
the same building.

Their contacts with each other were limited to

onoe a month, but these few disadvantages were greatq outweighed by
the advantages.
One of the greatest advantages of this type of program, is the
feeling of the coITectionist herself.

It is an intangible thing, but

it is very understandable to the type of teacher that must travel
from building to buildiq;.

Under the old program the correctionist

walked into the building when school started, saw as many children as
possible, and left when the bell rang to return to the central office.
Contact with the teacher and other children was at a minimum.
correctionists have a sense of belonging.
school program.

Now the

Each is a part of the total

You will find other teachers congregating in the rooms

a coJlllllon occurrence, a cheerful "hello" from children who are not in
speech classes, and a speech teacller who is happy and doing a better

job because she knows she belongs.

CHAPTER III
THE EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM

The decentralized program has now been in effect in the Decatur
Public Schools for five years.

Eight correctionists are employed to

serve the elementary schools, but as yet services have not been exten•
ded to the secondary level.
During the second year of this type of program an attempt was
made to evaluate it.

It was felt by the correctionists that the best

person to evaluate the new program was the classroom teacher.

On

May 18, 19.54 a questionnaire was distributed to all Decatur elementary
teachers. 8 It was sent for the purpose of determining how the staff
.felt regarding the speech correction program.

The first question was

included to discover if the reorganization of the speech program, from
one where correctionists were assigned to homebase schools, had had
an;y effect on the way regular teachers felt about the speech program.

While no questionnaire results are available f'or comparison with
an earlier period, it was the feeling of many staff members, who had
been in_the Decatur system for the entire ten years that the program
in speech correction had been in existence, that tremendous improve-

ment in the respect which regular classroom teachers had for the program had been achieved.

8A copy of the questionnaire is found in Appendix B0

The reorganization was, of course, only one factor.

Well-trained,

hard working, conscientious speech staff members, as well as more adequate teaching quarters, teaching equipnent_and supplies, were other
important factors which had been mentioned as contributing to this
increased feeling of regard and respect for the program.
EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM
The first item on the questionnaire was, "Do you feel that the
speech correction program has become more effective since the speech
coITectionists have moved from the Health Center.to a homebase school
as a part of the regular faculty?"

The swnmary or the response ap-

pears in Table 1.

TABLE 1. - Replies of Respondents indication reaction
to Degree of Effectiveness of present Speech Program
in the Decatur Schools
Response
Much more effective
The sa1J1e
Less effective

Total

Number

Percent

103

77.5

.30

22.5

0

0

133

100.0

It is obvious from Table l, that the classroom teachers felt that
the speech program was much more effective now than it had been in the

past.

l.S
EFFECTS OF PROGRAM ON PUPILS
The second item on the questionnaire was, ttDo you feel that over
the

~riod

of years that you have been teaching the children in your

roan who have attended speech class have improved in some way?"

The

summary of the responses appears in Table 2.

TABLE 2. - Replies of Respondents indicating whether
improvement was made by Pupils enrolled in Speech
Classes
Response

Number

Yes

171

No

8

4.4

179

100.0

Total

Percent

Table 2 shows that al.most all the classroom teachers of Decatur
feel that their children have profited from speech classes.

This is

certain.13 indicative of the type of program that the correctionists
have been doing.
RELATION OF SPEECH CORRECTIONIST WITH OTHER TEACHERS
The third item on the questionnaire was, "Do you feel free to
discuss any school and speech problems that you have with the speech
correctionist in your building?"
in Table 3.

The summary of the responses appears
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TABLE 3. - Replies of Respondents indicating reaction
to Degree of feeling of Freedom to discuss School and
Speech Problems with the Speech Correctionist
Response
VfR.'Y .free

Percent

NUlllber
191

Somewhat free

9

Not free

0

o.o

200

ioo.o

Total

Table .3 shows that the classroom teachers feel very :free to diScuss school and speech problems with the speech correctionists.

It

shows that they are now definitely considered a part of the school
system and have attained the status of Ubelonging•.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS OF RESPONDENTS

The next item on the questionnaire cal.led for conunents or suggestions.

The comments and suggestions were scattered. Olll3' construe-

tive conunents one and two had more than one person responding.
one had 3 persons and comment two had 2 persons.

Conunent

The constructive

comments were:
1. Speech co?Tectionist is one of our faculty now.
2. Children "run" to speech class.
3. Never had child who did not improve or receive
some benefit from speech class.
4. Speech correctionist very conscientiouso
5. Speech correctionist very sincere.
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6. Appreciate opportunity to visit speech class.
7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

:th.

15.
16.

Children appear to have better word attack
skills.
,
Children made marked improvement.
Parents frequently seek the counsel of correctionist.
Speech correctionist has taken time to visit
roans.
Speech correctionist is thorough and sincere.
Work used by speech correctionist could be
used by classroom teacher.
Impressed by program given at institute.
Speech teacher is friendly and understanding.
Regular appointments made and kept.
Speech teacher has personal interest in the
school.

There were eleven critical. comments.

Comment number 1 was men-

tioned by 11 persons. The other comments were mentioned by only 1
person.

The critical comments were:
Need more speech teachers.
2. Speech correctionist should give short briefing
on child's defect and tell teacher what she
can do to help.
3. Need for opportunity to visit speech class and
have discussion afterwards.
4. Should do work in kindergarten.
5. Felt that we should take E.M.H. pupils.
6. Need time for more speech help.
7. Question whether we should spend time working
with E.M.H.
8. Correctionist should have privilege to discontinue classes for those who are uncooperative.
9. Speech interferes with reading classes.
10. Feel that classroom teacher could do the job of
speech correctionist.
11. Disturbance caused by leaving and returning does
not justif.y" little improvement I have seen.
1.

OTHER EVIDENCE OF AN IMPROVED PROGRAM
There is other evidence that the program has been improved.

In

the last few years the State has come to recognize Decatur as one of
systems with an outstanding program in speech correction.

In March,

18
1953, the Decatur coITectionists were Visited

by

faculty manbers f'rom

the various training centers for speech correction.

This was done to

acquaint college people with some of the work being done in the public
schools.
On

November

5, 19.55, the Decatur correctionists, at the request of

Martha Black, State Supervisor, conducted one section of the Illinois
State Speech meeting in Normal, Illinois.
lems of the Grade School Stutterer".

The section was "The Prob-

The coITectionists supplied

Dr. Charles Van Riper, Westem Michigan, with detailed case histories

of several children, so that he could use them as a basis :for discussion of the topic. Recognition of the outstanding character of the
Decatur speech correction program was expressed in a letter received
fran Martha Black, concerning the sectional program given at Nonnal

Illinois University:
Dear Mr. Grant:

It is indeed unfortunate that you were unable to attend the
Illinois Speech Association Meeting in Normal last Saturday
moming. It was a program that no one will forget. I was
particularly happy to see that several of your principals
and both Miss Meyer and Mr. Mathews were there, so that
they could tell you about the splendid work done by your
speech correction department. You in the Decatur Schools
may well be very proud of every one of your teachers. I
want to express my appreciation for your making it possible for these people to attend the meeting and also, lllY'
admiration for an administration that can select such outstanding people and then give them the opportunity to do
the excellent work they are doing.9

9Letter !ran Martha Black, State Supervisor of Speech Correction
to Mr. Lester J. Grant, SU.perintendent of Schools, Decatur, Illinois,
November 8, 19$5.
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This same point is stressed again in excerpts from letters that
have been received from the state superVisor in the last two years.
Decatur has an outstanding group of correctionists
and the program appears to be going along very
smoothly. We were particularly pleased to see the
adequate equipnent and supplies that were f'urnished
in each building.-----The speech correction program
has undoubtedly improved greatly under the direction
of Miss Charlotte Meyer.10
The program seems to be progressing ver,y smoothly
and all the teachers are doing very creditable work.
We were particularly delighted to see the fine rooms
that have been provided in your new buildings. You
now have places to teach speech for all time to come.
I was delighted to see that the rooms !ere too small
to ever be converted into classrooms.I
Perhaps the best evidence of growth and progress is seen in the
coITectionists themselves.

The turn-over in staff is small.

Some

have been in Decatur for five or six years. ill are enthusiastic
about the Jrogram and willing to discuss it whenever there is an
opportunity.

In the history of education, speech correction is
in its infancy.

It is growing rapidly because
parents and teachers alike are realizing the value
to be gained. It is apparent that all people working with children are turning to new and better
methods of helping children to make use of educational experiences. Thus, a strong program in speech
coITection is vital ~o any school system's plans for
adjusted curricula.l

1°tetter from Martha Black, State Supervisor of Speech Correction
to Miss Charlotte Meyer, Elementary Supervisor, Decatur Public Schools,
February 28, 1955.
11Letter from Martha Black, State Supervisor of Speech Correction
to Mr. Lester J. Grant, Superintendent of Schools, Decatur, Illinois,
January 22, 1957.
l2Black, BulletinJ op. cit.,p. 37.

CHAP.rER IV
THE FUTURE OF THE FROGRAM

The Decatur speech program still has many areas in which there
should be improvement.

Some steps were taken during the school year

of 1957-58, to improve all areas of special education. Mr. Leonard
Dobson was hired as the Director of Special Education.

It is his job

to coordinate all areas of special education as well as to give direction to the speech program.

During the last three weeks of school the speech sta.ff conducted
a survey of all children in kindergarten through grade 6.
the first time that

~omething

This was

of this nature had been done in Decatur.

The purpose was to locate all speech cases and particularly to .find the
number of sixth graders who are going into Junior High and still need
speech help.

One of the great needs of the program is its expansion

into junior and senior high.

It is first necessary to shaw that there

is a need for the program at this level.

It is hoped that the results

.from this survey will point up this need.

It will also be necessary

to educate teachers and administrators at the secondary level, to the
principles and purposes of the p:-ogram.
school year of

1958-59,

It is hoped that during the

it will be possible for the speech correction-

ists to give demonstrations, and have personal contact with some o.f the
teachers in order to "selltt the program.

There is also a need for continued and perhaps more extensive inservice education for the elementary teachers.

There are plans for
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definite visiting

d~s,

when each teacher

m~

visit the speech class.

The members of the speech staff hope to spend some time at building
meetings discussing the program and perhaps demonstrating materials used.
There is always a need for closer cooperation with the classroom teacher.
A good speech program can not survive without the aid of the classroom
teacher.
There is also a need for some psychological service.
would benefit all special education.

This service

The administration has spent a

great deal of time trying to find a person qualified for this job,
but state requirements are very high and this had proved to be a difficult task.

This need is recognized by the school system.

Two of the speech correctionists, Mrs. La.Bree and the writer are
going to do an experimental program in speech improvement next year.
The correctionists will go into a regular kirrlergarten classroom for
two or three 30 minute sessions each week.

It will be a planned program

which will be purposeful and have direct goals.
group training of whole classes at one time.

It will consist of

The objective will be to

raise the general standard of speech per.fo11I11ance for all, to correct
minor defects and to minimize such serious defects as may be present.
For this experiment, each correctionist will work with only one section

or

kindergarten. The children will be given speech tests before the

classes start and again at the end of the year.

It is hoped that there

will be enough improvement to warrant speech improvement classes in all
sections of kindergarten.

or

course, this will require a speech correc-

tionists who is trained to work in the elementaty classroom and a kindergarten teacher who is willing to carry on with the program.

The state
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supervisor in speech coITection has not encouraged speech improvement
classes in the state. We hope that this experiment may pave the wq
for a more extensive program in Decatur as well as in the state.

APPENDIX A
Speech correction staff from 1944-1958

1944-46

Miss Mary Onrisb;y

1946-47

Miss Natalie Kenyon
Miss Sybil Andrews

1947-48

Mrs. Natalie Kenyon Livergood.
Miss Betty Garwood

1948-49
Mrs. Natalie Livergood
Miss Mary Kruh
Miss Jean Sherr£
1949-50

Mrs. Myra Becker
Mrs. Ann Webb

1950-Sl

Miss Marion Kudelas
Mrs. Myra Becker

Mrs. Barbara Clark

19Sl-52
Miss Margaret Wilson
Miss Corinne Thomley
Miss Nancy Brown
Mr. Roy Stanford
1952-53
Mrs. Myra Becker
Mrs.. Barbara Clark

Miss Nancy Brown
Miss Janet Goldner
Miss Connie Hudson

Mr. Roy Stanford

1953-54

Mrs. Myra Becker
Mrs. Barbara Clark
Miss Janet Goldner
Miss Connie Hudson
Mrs. Lorrain Beclanann
Mr. Roy Stanford

1954-55

Miss Connie Hudson
Miss Janet Goldner
Miss Mary Williams
Mrs. Barbara Clark
Mr. Roy stanford
Mr. Max Scott

1955-56

Mrs. Connie Hudson Dalton

Miss Janet Goldner

Mrs. Barbara Clark
Miss Mary Williams
Mr. Max Scott
Mr. Roy Stanford

19$6-57
Miss Sandra Pinkstaff
Miss Janet Goldner
Mrs. Mary Williams La.Bree
Mrs. Barbara Clark
Mrs. Donna Reynolds
Mrs. Helen Sapp
Mr. Roy Stanford

Mr. Ma:x: Scott

1957-Sl3
Mrs. Mary La.Bree
Mrs. Barbara Clark

Mrs. Helen Sapp
Mrs. Doris Thompson

Miss Barbara Hostetler
Miss Irene Rauch
Mr. Max Scott

Mr. Roy Stanford

APPENDIX B
May 18, 1954
To: All Elementary Teachers
From: Miss Charlotte Meyer
The speech correctionists feel that there is a need for some type of
evaluation of their program. We are asking your cooperation in fill·
ing than out and returning them to your building principal as soon
as possible.
1.

(Answer only if you have been in the system more than two years.)
Do you feel that the speech correction program has become more
effective since the speech correctionists have moved from the
Health Center to a homebase school as a part of the regular
faculty"'?
Much more effective

2.

The same

Less effective

(Answer only if you have been in the system more than four years.)
Do you feel that over the period of years that you have been teaching the children in your room who have attended speech class have
improved in some wey?

Yes

No

3. Do you feel .free to discuss atzy" school and speech problems that
you have with the speech correctionist in your building?
Very free

4.

Somewhat free

Please write any comments or suggestions.

Not free
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